[1] Sudden and rapid mass movements associated with landslides and snow avalanches present a hazard to life and infrastructure, yet their predictions and triggering mechanisms remain poorly understood. Statistical methods and correlative studies have been used to produce landslide or avalanche susceptibility maps, often with limited physical basis. Mechanistic approaches based on factor-of-safety computation seldom represent the progressive transition from local failure events to a landslide and, in general, do not include heterogeneities associated with land cover or with subsurface material properties and hydrologic pathways. Focusing on rainfall-induced shallow landslides, we propose the use of the fiber bundle model (FBM), a generic yet powerful and adaptable model used in modeling fatigue and fracture of complex and disordered materials. The primary strength of the FBM is its ability to represent the progressive failure of cracks and shear zones and the ruptures of highly heterogeneous bonding elements that are present in soils at all scales. The model also provides a natural framework for interpretation of acoustic emission signatures from failing slopes, which may form the basis of a monitoring and warning system. 
Introduction
[2] Hydrologically triggered shallow landslides are often sudden events caused by the rapid failure of a slip surface. Yet, such global failure is only the final outcome of a series of steps that begin with the initiation and growth of local cracks and failure planes that, with increased load and internal pore water pressure, eventually coalesce to form a continuous surface [e.g., Leroueil, 2001] . In contrast with failure progression as a series of small events, commonly used mechanistic approaches rely on static limit-equilibrium analysis (see review by Duncan [1996] ) to compute the ratio of resistive forces to driving forces (so-called factor of safety [e.g., Iverson, 1992] ) to determine the stability of a slope. The outcome, stable or unstable, leaves no room for the concept of progressive local to global failure, making the method an exercise in assessing landslide-prone areas and not of predicting specific landslide occurrence . Heterogeneities due to land cover, subsurface soil properties, and hydrological pathways make the progressive nature of landslide initiation even more difficult to study with standard mechanistic tools. Herein, we propose a novel approach for studying hydrologically induced slope failure based on the fiber bundle model (FBM), a concept widely used in statistical physics to study the breakdown of complex and disordered media.
Background
[3] Hydrologically induced shallow landslides are triggered during or shortly after a particular combination of hydrologic conditions involving prolonged and/or intense rainfall or rapid snowmelt. Water infiltration in the soil subsurface can trigger slope failure by several mechanisms [e.g., van Asch and Sukmantalya, 1993; Terlien, 1998; van Asch et al., 1999] . The development of positive pore water pressure on potential slip planes can reduce the shear strength of the soil and induce failure [Iverson et al., 1997] . Positive pore water pressures are caused by zones of reduced hydraulic conductivity in combination with a concentration of saturated subsurface flow in areas of topographic convergence [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989; Fernandes et al., 1994] . Infiltration-induced wetting fronts in unsaturated slopes can reduce suction and thus apparent soil cohesion, causing landslides [Springmann et al., 2003; Matsushi et al., 2006; Godt et al., 2009] . Wetting fronts propagate in the profile and in some cases perched water tables may form at certain interfaces (bedrock, layers) due to changes in porosity and permeability. Also, additional loading by water mass increases the shear stress on potential failure planes and can initiate slope failure for cohesive soils [Iverson et al., 1997] .
[4] Despite their small sizes (depth of failure surface usually less than 2 meters), shallow landslides resulting from rainfall are frequent (e.g., 256 landslides ! 20 m incipient failure. Several approaches have been employed for obtaining estimates of landslide susceptibility in the landscape, including statistical analysis, empirical relationships, and deterministic modeling.
[5] Statistical correlations are used to identify landslideprone areas in time and space based on knowledge of prior landslides, land characteristics (morphometry), land use, precipitation patterns, and other measurable parameters. These methods include logistic regression, discriminant analysis, multivariate statistics, artificial neural networks, and fuzzy inference network [see review by Brenning, 2005] . Empirical relationships to predict time of failure based on observations of slope acceleration have been proposed [e.g., Saito, 1980; Voight, 1988 Voight, , 1989 Fukuzono, 1990; Petley, 2004] and rationalized using slider block models [e.g., Helmstetter et al., 2004] .
[6] Deterministic methods group several geotechnical approaches based on accounting of soil mechanical and hydrological properties. In the limit-equilibrium methods, one computes the factor of safety, the ratio of resistive to driving forces, under simplified conditions (e.g., infinite slope, uniform physical properties and initial conditions). If the factor of safety is less than 1, the slope is unstable. This method has been combined with hydrological models to understand the effects of pore water pressure on slope stability at different time scales [e.g., Iverson, 2000] and to make predictions of slope failure (e.g., software packages SHALSTAB [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994] and SINMAP [Pack et al., 1998] ). More complex mechanical models treat soil as a continuum and solve mass and momentum equations for a two-phase fluid-solid mixture [e.g., Iverson and Denlinger, 2001 ] assuming a constitutive equation for soil (e.g., Mohr-Coulomb, Hujeux [Hujeux, 1985] ). These models are most often applied to compute velocities of debris flows [e.g., Denlinger and Iverson, 2001] , or velocities and displacements in deep landslides [e.g., Tacher et al., 2005] to evaluate risks of rapid acceleration.
[7] Several authors have pointed out limitations to the limit-equilibrium, infinite slope analysis [e.g., Muller and Martel, 2000; Laouafa and Darve, 2002; Sornette et al., 2004] . Some of these limitations are: the shape of the sliding or slip surface is assumed a priori; slip occurs over the entire surface simultaneously; the soil deforms as a rigid body; the soil profile is homogeneous; there is no time evolution of the failure surface; soil stability is checked by means of a unique shear strength criterion. The main critique is that it is a nothing-or-all approach with no room for the development of progressive failure. The same critics can also be said about hydrogeomechanical methods which do not consider gradual formation of cracks and local fractures.
Progressive Failure
[8] Progressive failure usually refers to the development of a localized shear zone in overconsolidated clay slopes well before the onset of global failure [e.g., Skempton, 1964; Bishop, 1967; Bjerrum, 1967] . It results from the nonuniform distribution of shear stresses which can locally exceed soil peak strength. This causes local deformation, weakening the soil toward its residual strength and transferring some of the load to adjacent areas which in turn may also reach peak strength. The process goes on until either equilibrium is reached or global failure occurs. The process may be affected by variations in water content and material properties. For example, the larger the difference between peak strength and residual strength (larger brittleness index [e.g., Bishop, 1967] ), the higher the propensity for progressive failure.
[9] Numerous observations using strain indicators, such as inclinometers, have confirmed this behavior in natural slopes [e.g., Burland et al., 1977; Skempton, 1985; Kamai, 1998 ] and in full-scale field experiments [e.g., Cooper et al., 1998 ]. Other field evidences of progressive failure come from observations of failure planes that appear as surficial extensional fractures (tension cracks, Figure 1 ), strike-slip faults [Fleming and Johnson, 1989; Bernander, 2000] , or shear zones along weak surfaces [Picarelli et al., 2006] . These fractures may form without a landslide ensuing [Bernander, 2000] (Figure 1 ). These crack formations, whether extensional or in shear, have been modeled using single-crack models [e.g., Palmer and Rice, 1973; Pollard et al., 1982; Muller and Martel, 2000; Martel, 2004] .
[10] Our definition of progressive failure is different and broader. Basically, we summon that all landslides, even rapidly occurring shallow ones, are progressive in the sense of Terzaghi [1950, p. 110] : ''Hence if a landslide comes as a surprise to the eyewitness, it would be more accurate to say that the observers failed to detect the phenomena which preceded the slide.'' This observation has long been confirmed for brittle materials: the failure of rock, which may appear to occur instantaneously and without warning, has been shown to follow various stages of crack initiation, crack propagation, and crack coalescence prior to global failure [e.g., Brace, 1964; Bieniawski, 1967; Eberhardt et al., 1999] . Paper, which is made of brittle fibers, also displays analogous behavior [Alava and Niskanen, 2006] . The use of acoustic emission (AE) techniques (described in section 4) was helpful in determining the various stages of deformation in these brittle materials. A similar evolution should apply to ''soft'' geological materials: the formation of a continuous failure surface that causes mobilization along the discontinuity requires, at some time scale which may be short for hydrologically triggered shallow landslides, the initiation and growth of this surface, a process that is time-dependent and thus progressive. These steps are illustrated schematically in Figure 2 . The difficulty in identifying progressive behavior in shallow landslides lies in our incapacity to observe the development of this process owing to its rapid and apparently random occurrence in nature.
Soil Heterogeneity
[11] Complex hydrological and pedological interactions involved in soil formation on steep hillslopes may result in highly heterogeneous soil cover even at small scales [Kutílek and Nielsen, 1994] . The high density of roots in a typically shallow soil layer promotes the formation of preferential water pathways along large decaying roots. Rockfall and material flowing from upslope sources contribute to the formation of a heterogeneous mixture. Finally, different plant covers modify the local characteristics of a soil on a hillslope (e.g., enhancing development of soil profiles consisting of differentiated soil layers, especially the formation of mechanically susceptible clay layers [Brady and Weil, 2002] ). Heterogeneous soil cover in combination with hillslope hydrology and plant cover gives rise to a wide range of hydromechanical behavior which challenges the use of mechanical models based on effective properties and average hydrologic behavior.
[12] These two main characteristics, progressive failure and heterogeneity, cannot be easily modeled with traditional mechanistic methods. Nor can they easily be observed in the field (prohibitive cost of deploying sensor networks with small footprint to monitor extremely rapid and short-duration events over extended periods). Hence, we propose a new framework based on a two-prong approach that combines modeling with monitoring: (1) the fiber bundle model (FBM) as a tool to model progressive failure of heterogeneous soils and (2) an extensive deployment of low-cost AE sensors connected to natural or artificial waveguides to identify progressive failure of soils in the field. Neither the FBM nor AE techniques are novel inventions but they have not been used together in geomorphological applications that deal with landslides. Because of the natural association between the breaking of fibers and AE, this combination of model and measurement may help identify triggering mechanisms and provide the foundation for a landslide monitoring and warning system.
Fiber Bundle Model

Model Description
[13] The fiber bundle model, first introduced by Pierce [1926] to study the failure of cotton yarns, was formalized by Daniels [1945] and Coleman [1956 Coleman [ , 1958 . In its simplest form, the model consists of a bundle of parallel, linear elastic, perfectly brittle fibers of identical length and stiffness stretched quasi-statically between two plates either by controlling the deformation or the load (Figure 3 ). Fibers have finite threshold strength drawn randomly from a probability density function (PDF).
Step loading of the bundle causes weak fibers to break and load redistribution among surviving fibers can trigger secondary, tertiary, and so on, failures, a process referred to as an avalanche. Avalanches exhibit power law frequency-size distribution. Despite its simplicity, the model can simulate highly nonlinear behavior and thus has become a key tool in statistical physics to study the progressive damage and breakdown of disordered media [Herrmann and Roux, 1990; Chakrabarti and Benguigui, 1997; da Silveira, 1999; . We summarize below the main ingredients of the model (cf. Raischel et al. [2006b] for a detailed review of the FBM).
PDF for Heterogeneities
[14] A critical component of the model is the use of a PDF to represent material heterogeneities. Two PDFs are most commonly used in fiber bundle modeling: the uniform distribution and the two-parameter Weibull density distribution
where s th is the critical threshold strength of a fiber, and m > 0 and k > 0 are the shape and scale parameters, respectively ( Figure 4a ). The corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) is The Weibull distribution originates from the study of fatigue [Weibull, 1939] and is used in engineering as the time to failure or in biological systems as a survivorship curve [e.g., Pinder et al., 1978] . The mean and mode (most frequent value) are given by
where G is the gamma function. For large values of m, k is well approximated by either the mean or the mode. k is also the threshold at which the CDF attains a value of P(k) = 1 À 1/e. The parameter m is linked to the distribution of thresholds: increasing m narrows the peak of the distribution and decreases the amount of disorder (Figure 4a ).
Loading of Bundle of Fibers
[15] The fiber bundle can be loaded either in a strain-or stress-controlled mode. In the strain-controlled mode, each fiber i of the bundle will support an identical load s i = Ee, where E is the elastic modulus (stiffness), and e is the strain. Fibers with thresholds s i th < s i break. There is no load redistribution. With increased strain, fibers will break sequentially in increasing order of their breaking strength. At each strain increment, the total load sustained by the bundle is s = P s i , where the sum is over all surviving fibers. Using the fraction of surviving fibers from the CDF leads to the following macroscopic stress-strain relation (Figure 4b )
where [1 À P(Ee)] is the fraction of surviving fibers.
[16] When loaded in tension (stress control), fibers in the bundle also break in sequence according to their threshold strengths but, in contrast to the deformation-controlled mode, the load initially supported by the now broken fibers is redistributed to some or all of the surviving fibers, causing avalanches. Avalanches stop either when no more fibers break and the system is stable, or when global failure occurs and no surviving fiber remains. The macroscopic stress-strain curve (Figure 4b ) is identical to the straincontrolled mode but extends only up to the critical stress s c at which point a massive avalanche occurs that destroys all remaining fibers. 3.1.3. Load Redistribution
[17] Redistribution of the load from broken to surviving fibers falls in between two extremes: the global (or equal) load sharing (GLS) rule (the so-called democratic FBM) and the local load sharing (LLS) rule. In the former, the load is redistributed equally to all intact fibers. In the latter, the load is transferred only to nearest-neighbor fibers. Mechanically, GLS and LLS are analogous to fibers clamped between two rigid or two very compliant crossheads, respectively [e.g., Roux and Hild, 2002] . The load sharing rule significantly affects the behavior of the system. On the one hand, GLS is equivalent to a mean field approach where spatial correlations are ignored and fiber topology does not play a role. On the other hand, LLS can represent short-range interactions and increases the likelihood of catastrophic failure. Figure 5 shows differences in clusters of fibers under GLS and LLS rules just before global failure.
[18] Closed-form analytical solutions have been obtained for the FBM with GLS despite the nonlinearity introduced by the load redistribution [e.g., Sornette, 1989; Hemmer and Hansen, 1992; Lee, 1994] . Hemmer and Hansen [1992] showed that the power law exponent for avalanche distribution has a universal exponent of À5/2, independent of the size of the bundle or the PDF (Figure 6a ). Sornette [1989] , using a central limit theorem of Galambos [1978] , derived several useful analytical expressions such as for the critical stress at failure, s c , for a bundle with a Weibull distribution Macroscopic stress-strain curve for Weibull distribution (k = 2, m = 2) of linear elastic, perfectly brittle fibers with global load sharing for stress-controlled (solid curve) and straincontrolled (solid and dashed curve) deformation. Inset shows the behavior of an individual fiber (with elastic modulus E = 1); s c and e c are the critical stress and strain, respectively, at which the bundle fails in a stress-controlled mode.
and for the number of failed fibers N f under a load S
where N is the total number of fibers in the bundle, P is the CDF for the bundle, exp(À1/ 2m) for a Weibull distribution. Figure 6b shows the number of broken fibers during stepwise loading of a bundle.
[19] Analytical results for LLS are more difficult to obtain. Some results are available for one-dimensional nearest-neighbor fiber bundles. Failure probabilities of bundles under a specified load can be obtained using a recursion relation approach still requiring computation of probability functions [e.g., Harlow and Phoenix, 1991; Leath and Duxbury, 1994; Zhang and Ding, 1995] . Most analyses, however, rely on numerical computations. Hansen and Hemmer [1994] found that the power law exponent for the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor with uniform threshold distribution is around À4.5 (computations were done with 1000 bundles made of 5000 fibers). Zhang and Ding [1995] showed that this power law exponent is a function of the number of fibers in the bundle and of the distribution function. Thus, one-dimensional bundles with nearestneighbor sharing are not universal [see also Zhang et al., 1996; Kloster et al., 1997] in the sense of GLS (whose exponent does not depend on the number of fibers or the distribution). The steeper slope in the frequency-size distribution means a reduction in large-scale avalanches. Numerical results also indicate that the stress-strain curve for the bundle is identical to that for GLS but global failure occurs earlier [e.g., Kun et al., 2006] .
FBM Extensions
[20] To extend the applicability of the FBM to complex materials, modifications to the FBM have flourished along four main directions: fiber rheology, load sharing rule, failure law, and mode of deformation. More complex constitutive behaviors for individual fibers have been introduced for the purpose of mimicking particular materials: for example linear [e.g., Hidalgo et al., 2002; Baxevanis and Katsaounis, 2007a] and nonlinear [Nechad et al., 2005] where a is a parameter that controls the strength of fibers after failure (0 a 1) and e th is the strain at s th . The stress-strain curve for a bundle of such fibers is given by [Raischel et al., 2006a] 
Ee p Ee ð Þde: ð8Þ Figure 7 shows the elastoplastic behavior of a single fiber and the stress-strain curve for a bundle. By modulating the value of a, various levels of residual strength can be obtained (see section 3.5). (8)) with global load sharing in a strain-controlled test.
[21] Load sharing rules with behavior intermediate between GLS and LLS have been devised to simulate variable range of fiber interactions [e.g., Raischel et al., 2006b; Hidalgo et al., 2008] , a critical factor when fibers are embedded in a matrix. In an extension of the dynamic FBM where fibers have timedependent random lifetimes instead of frozen random thresholds [e.g., Newman and Phoenix, 2001] , a model useful to study material fatigue and damage, the classic elastic-brittle failure law for individual fibers is replaced by elastic fibers that can retain a fraction of their initial strength after failure and undergo multiple failures with time-varying breaking thresholds [e.g., Raischel et al., 2006b] . This model, called the continuous democratic FBM (or CDFBM) simulates annealed disorder, creep rupture, plastic to strain-hardening materials [Raischel et al., 2006b] , and other materials or systems where bonds regenerate or heal during deformation. Further complexity can be added by replacing fibers with beams which, in addition to supporting tensile loads, support also shear stresses [e.g., Kun et al., 2006] . This extension has been useful to study the shearing of glued interfaces [e.g., Batrouni et al., 2002; Knudsen and Massih, 2005; Haussy and Ganghoffer, 2006; Raischel et al., 2006b] .
[22] Other variants of the classic FBM keep emerging with potentially interesting applications for landslides. One example is a fiber bundle model with a strain gradient across the loading plates [Kun and Nagy, 2008] which may be useful to represent strain gradients across a slope. Another is a model with two types of fibers with distinct distributions [e.g., Dutta, 2007a, 2007b] or a bundle with a bimodal distribution [Virgilii et al., 2007] which may be useful to represent different types of bonding elements in soils (soil matrix and roots; see section 3.5).
Fiber Statistics and Precursory Behavior
[23] Stress loading causes avalanches with power law statistics ( Figure 6a ). Sornette [1989] showed that the number of broken fibers increases dramatically near global failure with a square root asymptote (Figure 6b ) indicating that more large avalanches were occurring near global failure. This rapid approach to global failure grants little precursory signal. Yet, distributions of avalanches, which exhibit power law behavior, show signs of a changing exponent near global failure [Pradhan et al., 2005; Baxevanis and Katsaounis, 2007b] . Figure 8a shows fiber statistics for failure of the entire bundle and also near global failure (after $40% of fibers have failed). The power law exponents are different: À3/2 near global failure; À5/2 for the failure of the bundle. In Figure 8b , the evolving statistics of broken fibers (between the first load step and the current load step) are shown at various stages of the loading process. Away from global failure, there are fewer large avalanches. There is also a transition between the distributions of small and large avalanches. These distributions are not exactly power law but the steepness of the curves for the large avalanches would give an exponent smaller than À5/2 if fitted by a power law. With increasing load steps, this power law exponent increases until global failure occurs and its value is À5/2. The statistics shown in Figure 8b are different from the one presented by Pradhan et al. [2005] where fiber statistics are given not from the start of the breaking process but at a later stage of loading near global failure. In that case, there is an asymptotic crossover power law behavior from the larger exponent (À3/2) value for small avalanches to a smaller value À5/2 for larger avalanches. Whichever basis is used to observe changes in the power law exponent, these time-evolving statistics of failed fibers can, in principle, give information about the progressive failure of the system and the imminence of global failure.
[24] Other statistics have the potential to be used as precursory warning signals to global failure. For example, Chakrabarti [2001, 2003] showed power law divergence of the breakdown susceptibility (the increment in the number of broken fibers for an infinitesimal load increment) and of the relaxation time for the dynamic FBM (time between avalanches) near the critical load at which the bundle fails.
Fibers in Soils
[25] The primary advantage of using the fiber bundle model lies in its representation of ruptures in complex heterogeneous materials as well as its adaptability to different systems by modifying the basic building blocks (fiber rheology, load redistribution rule, failure mode). As discussed earlier, the abrupt formation of failure planes and shear bands in soils is sufficient evidence alone to motivate the use of the fiber bundle model. Additional justification comes from the presence of soil bonding agents and microscopic and macroscopic binding elements (often referred to as microstructure) that form locally reinforced structures akin to fibers. These elements confer structural strength to the soil, increasing the peak strength envelope of the overconsolidated material. Their deformations and ruptures under load prior and up to global slope failure form a direct connection with the loading and breaking of a bundle of fibers. We describe these elements in more detail below.
Interstitial Cements
[26] Soil particles may be cemented together (Figure 9a ) by precipitation of a variety of compounds such as carbonates, phosphates, silicates and amorphous silica, alumina, hydroxides, iron oxides, and pore water salts [e.g., Mitchell, 1993; Bronick and Lal, 2005] . Chemical bonding between clay particles and soil organic matter may also contribute to the formation of a cementing material [e.g., Bronick and 8 fibers (squares) and after 40% of fibers have failed (inverted triangles). Lines indicate power law exponents of À5/2 and À3/2 obtained from the analytical solution [Hemmer and Hansen, 1992; Pradhan et al., 2005] . (b) Normalized frequency-size distributions during stress loading of a bundle of 10 8 fibers. Curves represent distributions of broken fibers from the first load increment to the current load step at different loading stages. Global failure occurs after 2.13 Â 10 7 load steps. In both Figure 8a and Figure 8b the strength threshold of fibers is Weibull distributed (m = 2 and k = 1), and the load is incremented such that the next weakest fiber fails. Lal, 2005] . Carbonate cements are known to form in glacial cohesive soils [Boone and Lutenegger, 1997] which are present on steep slopes. Microbial activity, fungal hyphae, and roots release organic compounds that help glue particles together [e.g., Bronick and Lal, 2005] . An example of such compounds are extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) released by bacteria which combine with clay and soil particles to form cementing and stabilizing agents [e.g., Or et al., 2007] (see section 3.4.4 below).
[27] Cement promotes aggregation giving soil its structure and strength [e.g., Leroueil and Vaughan, 1990] . Experiments on artificially cemented soils and sands indicate that increasing cement content increases peak strength and stiffness [e.g., Huang and Airey, 1998; Wang and Leung, 2008] , resulting in a more brittle mechanical response. The mechanical response of the cemented soil varies greatly with the type of cement [e.g., Ismail, 2000; Wang and Leung, 2008] . Wang and Leung [2008] showed increased volume dilation with increasing cement content of sand cemented with Portland cement but observed contraction when Gypsum was used as a cement. Dilation is thought to be caused by interlocking clusters while contraction is due to crushing of the cemented material. The effect of cementation is more important for loose soils than for denser soils where interparticle friction and interlocking behavior dominates the mechanical properties of the aggregate [Huang and Airey, 1998 ].
[28] During deformation, tensile stresses cause cement to fail either internally or at the grain-cement interface. Measurements of soil aggregate tensile strength [e.g., Munkholm and Perfect, 2005; Munkholm et al., 2007] show that the distribution of tensile strength follows a Weibull distribution similar to distributions obtained for the breaking of many other heterogeneous materials [Weibull, 1939] . Variations in cement origin and composition imply mechanically variable bond strength [e.g., Ismail, 2000; Ismail et al., 2002] . These inhomogeneities of the cementing materials and of their mechanical strengths and breaking thresholds can readily be accounted for under the framework of the fiber bundle model using probability distribution functions. In addition, the strength of these bonding elements is time-dependent and is affected by processes such as weathering, which can remove interparticle cement, change mineralogy, and decrease bond strength; soil formation, which leads to increase cementing and loading, which may create adhesion; soil biological life forms that constantly destroy and create biological bonding elements. These processes can be included in a fiber bundle representation using dynamic bundles with fibers that can regenerate once broken and have time-dependent thresholds.
[29] The effects of cementation on soil strength varies. Some estimates of cohesion in the context of soil stability of shallow landslides indicate a range from 0.7 kPa for fan conglomerates [Gabet and Dunne, 2002 ] to $5 kPa for colluvium [Crozier et al., 1990] or clay-sand mixtures [Vallejo and Mawby, 2000] . Much greater values up to several tens of kPa have been reported for clay-rich soils [e.g., Suzuki et al., 2007; Matsushi et al., 2006] . Loss of cohesion due to cement weathering or leaching can increase the risks of slope failure [e.g., Hawkins and McDonald, 1992; Ghobadi, 2000; Froese and Criden, 2001] .
Interstitial Water
[30] Small amounts of water can dramatically change the mechanical properties of soils and granular materials [Kohonen et al., 2004; Herminghaus, 2005] . Pendular water in capillary bridges gives rise to a capillary force between two grains (Figure 9b ) which increases both the tensile and shear strength of the granular material [e.g., Pierrat and Caram, 1997; Gröger et al., 2003] . The suction force holds grains together forming force networks both tensile and compressive [Richefeu et al., 2006b] . Soil aggregate strength increases with decreasing water content due to increase of the capillarity force between soil particles [e.g., Munkholm et al., 2002] but also because less water increases cementation of clay particles [Caron et al., 1992] . Soil deformation exceeding the range of action of such bridging liquid structures may alter and reform these force networks. Additionally, changes in hydration status such as during rain infiltration diminish the extent of such retaining capillary forces.
[31] Numerous experiments and models bracket this capillary force to an equivalent increase in apparent cohesion with increasing water content in shear tests of up to 1 kPa for sandy material [e.g., Richefeu et al., 2006a; El Shamy and Gröger, 2008] . Kim and Sture [2008] also measured an increase of 1.2 kPa in tensile strength between dry and wet sand. Further increase toward full saturation obviates this effect. During rain infiltration into an unsaturated soil, loss of suction before reaching full saturation is known to cause failure [e.g., Springmann et al., 2003; Matsushi et al., 2006; Lu and Godt, 2008; Godt et al., 2009] .
Frictional Contacts
[32] The deformation of cohesionless or weakly cohesive granular material is controlled by friction at particle contacts. Coulomb's friction law relates the tangential force T at a contact point to the normal force N through a coefficient of friction m (Figure 9c) ,
Averaging equation (9) 
where t and s 0 are the shear and effective normal stress (total stress minus pore water pressure), and f is the internal angle of friction, an intrinsic property of the material.
[33] Forces (T and N) at contact points are highly heterogeneous in a granular material and depend on grain microstructure (number and position of contacts). Stresses are transmitted through heterogeneous stress paths that forms a quasi-linear arrangements of grain networks with long aspect ratios called force chains [e.g., Majmudar and Behringer, 2005; Peters et al., 2005] that bear resemblance to fibers. During deformation, rearrangement of grains due to jamming/unjamming can shift patterns of these force networks [e.g., Howell et al., 1999; Corwin et al., 2008] . Herrmann et al. [2002] and Hidalgo et al. [2002] used an inverse fiber bundle model (where fibers harden under compression) to model force chains. Since force networks can continuously rearrange, Herrmann et al. [2002] used an extension of the classic FBM, the continuous damage fiber model, in which broken fibers can heal and break several times during their lifetime. Fiber threshold is recomputed after failure (annealed disorder) using the same distribution function but with increased characteristic strength. The computed stress-strain relations for their fiber bundle model shows hardening like that of a granular material initially put under compression. Statistics of observed restructuring events (force chain rearrangements) follows power law frequency-size distribution , a key feature of the FBM. In another study, Dalton et al. [2005] studied stress fluctuations in rotating granular materials and also associated granular force chains with fibers. To explore observed stress fluctuations, they considered a fiber bundle model with random load sharing; that is, the load of a failed fiber is redistributed in random proportions to two other fibers chosen randomly (to mimic redistribution of force chains during deformation). Their model reproduced internal load sharing and yield-stress distribution observed in their experiment.
[34] As another potential application of the fiber bundle model to frictional granular materials, individual granular contacts that fail under deformation can be viewed as fibers. Deformation occurs when stresses exceed frictional resistance which can occur by rolling or sliding with plastic deformation of asperities. Loss of contact between two particles can be viewed as the failure of a link (the fiber) that joins these two particles. Since forces at granular contacts are highly heterogeneous, the force required to overcome friction will also vary greatly, a property easily incorporated into a fiber bundle model through the use of probability distributions. Failures at contacts lead to redistribution of forces and to formation of new contact points, a process that fits the breaking and healing of fibers in some FBM. With the FBM, the effect of pore water pressure on the Coulomb yield criterion can also be easily integrated by shifting the strength distribution of granular contact to lower values through modifying the parameters of the probability distribution. Although no such application of the FBM to study granular contacts has yet emerged, we believe that such a model could bridge gaps between other granular models (e.g., discrete elements [see Radjaï et al., 2004; Rognon et al., 2008; Chevoir et al., 2009] ) and bulk properties measured through geotechnical methods or modeled using continuum mechanics methods. 3.4.4. Biological Binders 3.4.4.1. Extracellular Polymeric Substances and Biopolymers
[35] Plant roots and bacterial cells often excrete extracellular polymeric substances (EPS, Figure 9d ). The biosynthesized matrix is a complex mixture of macromolecules, primarily composed of polysaccharides, but also containing various amounts of protein, lipid, DNA, and vitamins [Sutherland, 2001a [Sutherland, , 2001b ] depending on the microorganisms and the environmental conditions. EPS alter microscale interfaces between fine roots and bacteria and soil grain surfaces .
[36] EPS bind to mineral particles surrounding the bacteria and penetrate the surrounding soil matrix, thereby establishing a continuum between cells and other soil constituents [Chenu and Stotzky, 2002] . The enmeshing of soil particles with EPS has a dual role in the formation of soil microaggregates, and more importantly in their stabilization [Chenu and Stotzky, 2002] . As a cementing and stabilizing agent, EPS enhances open structure among soil and clay particles creating conditions for favorable liquid and gaseous transport. The combined effects of adsorption and cross linking between different EPS particle strands set up a very effective bridging leading to an organomineral network. We expect that soil strength and structural stability acquired by accumulation of EPS would reflect some of the mechanical properties of EPS forming the bacterial colonies. Thwaites and Mendelson [1991] showed that, in response to changes in hydration status, EPS-like biopolymers exhibit orders of magnitude increase in tensile strength and Young's modulus. Moreover, biopolymers changed from soft and ductile under saturated conditions to stiff and brittle at low saturation. Chenu and Guérif [1991] reported an increase in tensile strength of kaolinite clay aggregates by a factor of 100 with scleroglucan, a model for fungal polysaccharides. Measurements of soil aggregate tensile strength show a direct link with organic content due to increased biological bonding agents such as EPS and fungal hyphae .
[37] The effect of biological binders on the stability and strength of sediments is well established [e.g., Chenu and Guérif, 1991; Czarner et al., 2000; Gerbersdorf et al., 2008; Hallett et al., 2009 ]. However, since most studies focus on soil aggregation and formation in the context of soil agricultural management, it is difficult to establish how biological binders affect mechanical properties of soils on slopes: too little is known about the types and concentrations of these compounds in natural soils.
Roots and Hyphae
[38] Due to their elongated geometry, roots and fungal hyphae bear the closet resemblance to concepts of fibers in soils (Figures 9e and 9f) . Hyphae participate in the formation of soil aggregates [Bronick and Lal, 2005] and thus affect aggregate strength. Because of their wide size distribution, hyphae and roots operate from the subgrain (micrometer) size up to the scale of the slope.
[39] Versions of the fiber bundle model have been adapted to study root reinforcement in soils (e.g., root bundle models of Pollen and Simon [2005] , Pollen [2007] , and Schwarz et al. [2009] ). Roots confer lateral as well as vertical soil reinforcement, enhancing slope stability. Their tensile strength depend on plant species, root diameter, tissue density and cellulose content, branching order, and tortuosity. In addition to their tensile resistance, friction between roots and soil, enhanced by additional contact area created by root hairs and root exudation, increases shearing strength.
[40] In slope stability models [e.g., Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994; Wu and Sidle, 1995; Bathurst et al., 2007] , root strength is usually accounted for by adding an additional constant cohesion term to the classic MohrCoulomb failure criterion
where t is the shear strength of the soil-root system, c is soil cohesion that comes from electrostatic forces between clay particle and cementation [Mitchell, 1993] , s 0 is the effective normal stress, f is the internal friction angle, and Ds is cohesion brought by roots. Values of Ds can be as high as 20 kPa [Hammond et al., 1992] but more common values are between 1 and 10 kPa [e.g., Greenway, 1987; Terwilliger and Waldron, 1990; Ali and Osman, 2008] . Mechanical root reinforcement, however, depends on displacement [Schmidt et al., 2001; Sakals and Sidle, 2004; Danjon et al., 2008] and thus a complete strain-stress curve for roots is needed. Furthermore, cohesion from roots has spatial and temporal variability. Near-surface roots are important for increasing basal shear stress unless few of them reach the failure surface [Schmidt et al., 2001; Nicoll et al., 2006] . Roots are widely recognized as enhancing lateral slope stability [e.g., Reneau and Dietrich, 1987; Casadei et al., 2003 ] but models lack quantitative estimation of this effect. Schwarz et al. [2009] used the root bundle model to overcome these shortcomings. Combining the geometrical (diameter, branching order, and tortuosity) and mechanical properties of single roots (full strain-stress curve) with a root distribution model, they estimated the macroscopic stress-strain behavior of the root bundle around a tree and computed lateral root reinforcement for a single tree as a function of distance from trunk and for several trees on a hillslope (Figure 10 ).
Summary of Fiber Elements in Soils
[41] Microstructural bonding and binding elements in soils exist over a wide range of scales ( Figure 9 ) and give soil cohesion and strength. The fiber bundle model is an effective representation of this microstructure by associating microstructural links with fibers. Figure 11 shows a schematic of a soil with various biological and mechanical elements and its transposition into a fiber bundle model before and after the formation of a tension crack along a failure plane. The loading, deformation, and failure of these fibers is associated with that of the microstructure. Heterogeneities are introduced by means of statistical distribution of strength in the simplest case, but also by various combination of fibers with various rheologies. Long-range or short-range interactions between fibers can be introduced by means of different load redistribution schemes.
Potential Application of FBM to Soil Mechanics
[42] Soil stability depends on soil strength. Shear strength at failure is most often described using the Mohr-Coulomb failure rule (equation (11) omitting the last term). A long history of geotechnical testing of soils using triaxial shear cells [e.g., Bishop and Eldin, 1950] , ring shear devices [e.g., Lupini et al., 1981; Iverson et al., 1998 ], and other direct and simple shear tests [e.g., Atkinson et al., 1991] indicate that shear strength of slowly deforming soils never exceeds the Mohr-Coulomb failure rule. Data show a wide variety of stress-strain behaviors [Mitchell, 1993] : dense soils such as overconsolidated clays display peak strength much larger than residual strength while looser soils do not; cemented soils and quick clays fail brittlely while remolded clays or loose sands show plastic ductile deformation up to large strains.
[43] Tensile strength is often neglected in some engineering calculations but may be important for slope stability [e.g., Bishop and Garga, 1969] and to understand tensile crack formation during landslide initiation [e.g., Fleming and Johnson, 1989; Muller and Martel, 2000] . Measurements of tensile strength are difficult in uncompacted soil samples. Early measurements relied on unconfined tension tests and triaxial shear cells and thus were limited to stiff soil specimens [e.g., Conlon, 1966; Bishop and Garga, Goulding [2006] 1974] . Recently, a number of devices have been constructed to make direct measurements of soft soils [e.g., Tang and Graham, 2000; Nahlawi et al., 2004; Tamrakar et al., 2005] . Results from these tests show an increase in tensile strength with decreasing water content and with increasing cementation [e.g., Krishnayya et al., 1974; Ajaz and Parry, 1975; Tang and Graham, 2000; Nahlawi et al., 2004] confirming the importance of structural bonding elements and suction in soils in tension.
1969] (see review by
[44] Soil constituents (particle size distribution and shape, mineralogy), fabric (the arrangement of soil particles), and microstructural elements define how a soil will behave. Stress and strain history, water content, and pore water pressure can alter its behavior: a soil can initially behave elastically, then plastically, before failing like a brittle material. The complex behavior of soils originates from the combined effects of frictional interactions between soil particles and from the deformation and failure of microstructural heterogeneities (e.g., inorganic and organic cements, biological elements) and of changes in the distribution of water. All these elements (frictional contacts, microstructures, water) can be incorporated into the fiber bundle model by means of fiber elements with distinct characteristics and strength distributions. The FBM allows us to view geotechnical data through the failure of these complex, scale-dependent microstructures. By simulating soils with fibers, changes in the microstructure associated with the various stages of soil deformation, from its initial elastic response, through its peak and then residual strength, and eventually to its brittle failure, can be identified.
[45] To illustrate this capability, we model the stressstrain response of several soils with the fiber bundle model. Figure 12 shows comparison of data and models. The modeled curves are obtained by nonlinear regressions of the data to the FBM stress-strain functions (equation (4) or equation (8)), however, model parameters may be linked with physical properties of the system (see Appendix A for details). In Figure 12a , a stress-controlled tensile test of an alluvial sandy clay [Win, 2006 ] is compared to a stresscontrolled FBM with elastic-brittle fibers (equation (4)). Good agreement is found between model and data but the model slightly overestimates the strain and stress at failure. This overestimation will disappear if, instead of nonlinear curve fitting, FBM parameters are estimated directly from the data (see Appendix A). The FBM allows us to view the deviation from purely elastic behavior at small strain as failures of small-scale heterogeneities in the soil: the further the stress-strain curve deviates away from the linear-elastic response, the wider the distribution of heterogeneities, the smaller the value of the Weibull parameter m (see Appendix A). Figure 12b shows comparison of two direct shear tests (a morainic material [Springmann et al., 2003 ] and a cohesionless colluvium [Fannin et al., 2005] ) using straincontrolled FBM with elastic-plastic fibers (see section 3.2, equation (8)). In these cases, there is very good agreement Figure 12 . Comparison of stress-strain data (symbols) with the FBM (solid lines). (a) A direct tensile stress of a sandy clay [Win, 2006] modeled with a bundle of linear elastic-brittle fibers with Weibull parameters k = 64 and m = 0.61 and E = 101 kPa (equation (4)). (b) A direct shear stress of a morainic material (squares) [Springmann et al., 2003 ] and a colluvium (diamonds) [Fannin et al., 2005] modeled with elastic-plastic fibers with k = 39, m = 1.0, E = 12 kPa, and a = 0.50 (equation (8)) for the morainic material and k = 40, m = 1.5, E = 4.4 kPa, and a = 0.26 for the colluvium. (c) A direct shear stress of a colluvium with roots [Fannin et al., 2005] modeled with a two-fiber bundle with one type of fiber linear-plastic (soil) and the other elastic-brittle (roots). For the soil, k = 43, m = 1.4, and a = 0.33. For the roots, k = 208 and m = 11. E = 7.0 kPa for both types of fibers. The ratio of root fibers to soil fibers is 0.34. Arrows highlight the different displacements associated with matrix and root failures. (d) PDF for the two types of fibers in Figure 12c . between data and model. The value of the residual strength is related to the ''plastic'' parameter of the fibers, a (equation (8)). The less the difference between peak and residual strength, the more plastic the behavior (a ! 1), a feature indicative of a cohesionless granular material [Radjaï et al., 2004] . Finally, Figure 12c shows comparison between a direct shear test of a colluvium containing roots [Fannin et al., 2005] and a strain-controlled FBM with two types of fibers activated at different strains, one representing soil (first stress peak) with elastic-plastic fibers, the other representing roots (second stress peak) with elastic-brittle fibers. The probability density functions of these two types of fibers are shown in Figure 12d . The model captures both peaks and the residual strength but underpredicts the stress due to strength mobilization by roots while overestimating the strain range of that effect. This mismatch is probably due to root tortuosity and differences between elastic moduli of the roots and of the soil, features that are not taken into account.
[46] The novelty of the FBM is that it incorporates heterogeneous microstructures and follows their evolution up to global failure. With this model, geotechnical data can be reinterpreted in terms of the deformation and failure of soil heterogeneities (in the simplest case represented by fibers with different threshold strength) as illustrated in the examples above. In principle it may be possible to predict the bulk behavior of a soil based on its basic elemental constituents. Moreover, the FBM can simulate the transition from ductile deformation to brittle failure when two distinct models are commonly needed (continuum mechanics and fracture theory). Also, in contrast to standard linear elasticity fracture theory [Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975] where single cracks grow in response to stress concentration at crack tips, the FBM provides a mechanistic description of how a material fails through failure of its individual components.
Application to Modeling Landslide Triggering
[47] The fiber bundle model described above, with its description of soil mechanical properties through probability distributions of fiber strengths, can describe the mechanical and dynamical evolution of the progressive failure of a soil. To model hydrologically triggered landslides, the parameters of the probability density function (PDF) that determine the soil behavior (e.g., k and m for a Weibull distribution) can be made to vary as a function of pore water pressure (positive or negative). An increase in positive pore water pressure will reduce effective stress, lowering friction; increasing water content in unsaturated soils will decrease suction thereby reducing apparent cohesion. In both cases shear strength decreases, fibers must be weakened and the probability density function shifted to the left (see Figure 4a) . Data on the distribution of aggregate tensile strengths as a function of water content fitted to Weibull distributions show precisely this behavior [e.g., Munkholm et al., 2007] . By making the parameters of the probability distribution time-dependent, and by introducing a time-dependent loading function for the bundle that describes mass loading of the soil by surface water infiltration, the dynamics of the soil mass and its time to failure can be predicted. On its own, however, the fiber bundle model has no spatial information regarding the location and path of the failure plane. Only by combining together a number of fiber bundles, for example in the framework of self-organized criticality (SOC), can the FBM convey spatial information. This approach is detailed in sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. 3.6.1. Self-Organized Criticality Concepts
[48] Fiber bundle models share certain characteristics with SOC concepts. SOC models [Bak et al., 1987 [Bak et al., , 1988 have been used to describe abrupt failure events and avalanches of granular systems and have been implemented to characterize material failure [e.g., Petri et al., 1994] , earthquakes , landslides frequency-area distribution [e.g., Malamud et al., 2004] , snow avalanches [Faillettaz et al., 2004] , forest fires [e.g., Bak et al., 1990] , and magnetic systems [Ryu et al., 2007] . The archetype of an SOC model is the sand pile model [Bak et al., 1988] where grains of sands are dropped randomly onto cells which ''fail'' when the number of sand grains in a cell reaches a threshold. Redistribution of grains to adjacent cells causes avalanches with power law statistics. Despite the lack of a clear mathematical definition of SOC, certain universal phenomenological characteristics have been proposed [e.g., Bak et al., 1987 Bak et al., , 1988 Bowman et al., 1998; Hergarten and Neugebauer, 1998; Turcotte, 1999; Koslowski et al., 2004] . A system is considered as self-organized critical if (1) it is composed of a large number of interacting elements, (2) it has a marginally stable but steady or stationary state, (3) the system displays both spatial and temporal scale invariance, (4) it relaxes quickly in response to a slow external driving force, (5) it responds to disturbances with avalanches or failure events of all sizes, (6) it has strong spatial correlations between different parts of the system, and (7) the system lacks a ''tuning parameter,'' i.e., is driven by the interactions of its constitutive elements. Both FBM and SOC models contain a large number of interacting elements, have power law scale invariance, lack a tuning parameter (in the FBM, the power law frequencysize distribution is a consequence of load sharing not a result of loading), and relax rapidly to a slow external driving force. In contrast with SOC, FBM do not reach a metastable stationary state and complete global failure is the final state of the bundle (certain modifications of fiber failure behavior can give bundles a metastable stationary state [e.g., Moreno et al., 1999] ).
FBM-SOC Linkage for Modeling and Prediction of Landslide Triggering
[49] The concepts of SOC and FBM may be linked into a coherent modeling framework that would preserves the dynamics and gradual small-scale failures leading to an abrupt global failure of FBM with the spatial context offered by SOC in the context of understanding landslide triggering mechanisms and perhaps landslide prediction. The modeling approach is relatively simple, it would involve linking a large number of fiber bundle models into a SOC framework. Spatial information such as soil depth, surface curvature, heterogeneities, and hydrological inputs and pathways would be described through discretization of a hillslope into cells linked mechanically through bundles of fibers encapsulating soil mechanical properties and constitutive elements such as roots. The hybrid model would be driven by rainfall events that modify subsurface hydrology, material properties, and gradually load the hillslope. Local failure of a bundle of fibers causes load redistribution to neighboring cells and increase the load on other bundles. Such a system is expected to show SOC behavior namely power law distribution of failure avalanches and abrupt response to slow external forcing (rainfall infiltration). Additionally the system is capable of describing dynamics of failure paths through successive failures of individual fiber bundles. A first modeling attempt along these lines is shown in Figure 10 where fiber bundles are idealized as single fibers whose strength is determined by the underlying tree root systems. With increased loading of the hillslope due to water infiltration, fibers break and loads are redistributed to surviving fibers until global failure occurs along the path of the weakest links.
Acoustic Emissions
[50] The FBM representation of soil failure offers numerous conceptual and practical advantages and flexibility with identification of the elementary building blocks, the fibers. Another important practical advantage of the FBM is the inherent nature of fiber failure as discrete events, each of which may release considerable elastic energy. The need to characterize events and parameters required for FBM and, more importantly, to monitor and predict incipient failure in real time offer an incentive to find methods for identifying such energy-rich and discrete failure events. Among available methods capable of identifying and counting many failure events, techniques based on measurement of highfrequency acoustic emissions (AE) appear most promising.
[51] The conceptual fibers forming the elementary building blocks for the FBM are analogs for a variety of physical elements (e.g., interstitial cement and water, biological binders) which fail when soil undergoes deformation. The failure of these elements releases elastic energy. Recent work on fiber bundle models has focused on energy bursts associated with failures of fibers [e.g., Pradhan and Hemmer, 2008] and their associations to acoustic emissions [Bosia et al., 2008] . The failure of these soil elements occurs at the grain scale ($mm) and thus the energy released is in the form of high-frequency (kHz to MHz) transient elastic stress waves known as acoustic emissions (AE) [Lockner, 1993] . By comparison, earthquakes give rise to seismic events that, due to their meter to kilometer source dimensions, have frequencies below tens of hertz.
[52] Acoustic emissions are high-frequency, short-lived, elastic waves generated by the rapid release of stored elastic strain energy from a localized source [Lockner, 1993] . In brittle materials, dislocations, grain boundary movements, twinning, and growth of microfractures through or between grains cause acoustic emissions [e.g., Lavrov and Shkuratnik, 2005] . Detection of AE signals is done with piezoelectric transducers that convert mechanical vibration into an electrical signal. The AE waveform is transformed through wave propagation and sensor response so the observed signal bears little resemblance to the original waveform. Detection of signals above a threshold voltage, counting of threshold crossings, maximum amplitude of signal, and energy of the signal are simple processing steps for characterizing AE activity [Lockner, 1993] . More complicated signal processing, such as moment tensor analysis, has been used to determine crack growth modes in laboratory and in situ settings [e.g., Shah and Labuz, 1995; Chang and Lee, 2004] .
Sources and Propagation of AE in Granular Materials
[53] Acoustic emissions in deforming granular materials come from granular rolling, grain contact frictional slip, elastic distortion of grains, and breaking of asperities [e.g., Koerner et al., 1976 Koerner et al., , 1981 Karner et al., 2003] . At higher overburden pressure, AEs are generated mainly from grain crushing [Karner et al., 2003 ], but comminution of grains with preexisting microcracks should also occur under small loads. Although not documented in the soil literature, breaking of interstitial liquid bridges in unsaturated granular media release energy [e.g., Pepin et al., 2000] that can produce AE, for example during drying [Chotard et al., 2006] .
[54] Elastic waves travel through particle contact points, primarily through force chains (see section 3.4.3). These force chains are associated with odd behaviors of granular materials such as the strong deviation from linear elasticity under compression at small strains [e.g., Travers et al., 1986] , the observed small speed of sound, the large variation in the propagation of sound waves Nagel, 1992, 1993] , and the strong attenuation of acoustic signals [cf. Buckingham, 1997, and references therein] .
[55] At low confining pressures, measurements of wave speed yield values between 50 and 500 m s À1 (cf. Jia et al. [1999] for a review) with apparently no correlation to material properties [Hostler and Brennen, 2005] . Propagation speed increases with pressure (or depth) due to increased coordination number (more granular contacts per grain) and increased interaction between microscopic asperities on grain surfaces. The pressure dependence is nonlinear and follows a 1/4 power at low pressure and then a 1/6 power at higher pressure. The latter is in accord with predictions by Duffy and Mindlin [1957] using the theory of Hertzian contact. At low confining pressure, the large variability of propagation speed is likely caused by fragile force chains that can rearrange even under the smallest of perturbations [Liu and Nagel, 1993] .
[56] Attenuation of signal amplitude is an outstanding feature of granular materials. Signal attenuation caused by geometric (wavefront) spreading is proportional to 1/r, where r is distance from source, while material attenuation caused by absorption is usually modeled with a e Àar dependence, where a is the coefficient of absorption. Absorption is caused by internal friction at grain contacts, nonelastic particle interactions, and particle rearrangement [Hostler and Brennen, 2005] . Absorption is dominated by frictional dissipation in dry granular media and by viscous dissipation at grain surface in weakly saturated media [Brunet et al., 2008] . Attenuation is strongly frequencydependent with higher frequencies being much more attenuated. Scattering caused by differences in acoustic impedance of elements in a heterogeneous material [Khan et al., 2006] can be significant in granular materials such as soils because the wavelength of the signal is often of the same order as the grain size. Cementing of granular material dramatically changes attenuation since cement stiffens the sample and reduces damping [Khan et al., 2006] . Thus, well-packed cemented soils may be relatively good conductors of acoustic signals. In practice, for acoustic emissions in loose soils, frequencies beyond a few 10's of kilohertz are barely audible a few centimeters away from their sources [Shiotani and Ohtsu, 1999] .
[57] Water in granular materials has a strong effect on acoustic emissions. Koerner et al. [1977] reports a decrease in AE activity with increasing water content at frequency of about 1 kHz. Jia [2004] and Brunet et al. [2008] found highly dissipated signals due to small amounts of water and attributed it to viscous dissipation. Velea et al. [2000] measured a decrease in wave velocity with increasing water content at 4 kHz. Interestingly, fully saturated granular materials transmit acoustic wave well and wave speeds approach the speed of sound in water ($1600 m s
À1
). The transition to high compressional velocity is very sensitive to any air pockets left in the granular material and can occur between 85% saturation [Domenico, 1976] or near 98% [Velea et al., 2000] .
AE Statistics and Precursory Patterns
[58] A basic AE analysis simply counts the number of times acoustic signals cross a predetermined threshold (ring down counts or hits). Observations indicate that the number of hits increases rapidly near global failure in brittle materials such as rocks [e.g., Lockner, 1993] . This phenomenon has also been documented in rock mines [e.g., Obert, 1977; Nicholson, 1992] . Considering an even larger scale, there is also evidence that microseismic activity intensifies prior to some large earthquakes [Rundle et al., 2000] . Closer to our field of study, increased AE activity prior to slope failure has also been reported [e.g., Koerner et al., 1981; Chichibu et al., 1989] .
[59] Statistics of AE signals from rock mechanics [e.g., Scholz, 1968; Petri et al., 1994] , phase transformation [e.g., Vives et al., 1994] , and many other processes that generate crackling noises [e.g., Sethna et al., 2001] indicate power law frequency-size distribution of AE events analogous to the Gutenberg-Richter law for earthquakes. Time variation of the absolute value of the power law exponent has been used as an indication of approaching global failure. Laboratory studies on heterogeneous materials show a decrease of the power law exponent (e.g., spherical Kevlar tanks [Johansen and Sornette, 2000] and fiberglass [Guarino et al., 2002] ). In rock mines, microseismic observations sometimes show drops in the power law exponent [e.g., Lu et al., 2005] . In soils on slopes, this phenomenon has been documented by Shiotani and Ohtsu [1999] . In a field study, Amitrano et al. [2005] measured seismic signals during the collapse of a chalk cliff. The statistics of their seismic signals also indicate a decrease in the cumulative power law exponent near failure (Figure 13a) . We compare Amitrano et al.'s data to the change in the cumulative power law exponent of the failure of a bundle of Figure 12c with data from a chalk cliff collapse from Amitrano et al. [2005] . Because the FBM lacks a temporal context, the load increments are linearly scaled with time (x axis) to match the measured time series. fibers ( Figure 13 ). The power law exponent is computed by curve fitting the complete frequency-size distribution of avalanches obtained over moving windows of loading steps (Figure 13b ). Although the distributions do not all follow power law behavior (particularly away from global failure), we do not attempt to select portions of the curves that show a better fit in accord with other analyses that rely on changes in the correlation coefficient of the complete distribution to forecast global failure [e.g., Kapiris et al., 2004] . The FBM result (Figure 13c ) compares well with the data in the sense that it captures both the rapid decrease of the exponent (so-called b value) and the variability of the b value prior to global failure. By using fibers as analogs for bonds at crack tips, the FBM provides a mechanistic description of the weakening of these bonds and of the redistribution of stresses in the material that lead to crack propagation and ultimately to global failure.
Outlook for Slope Monitoring and Prediction of Landslide Triggering
[60] Despite considerable progress in understanding landslide mechanics and initiation, predicting where and when the next rainfall-induced landslide will occur is not yet possible. Microseismic methods are available to listen to debris flows [e.g., Arattano, 1999] and rockfalls [e.g., Spillmann et al., 2007] acoustic vibrations, and to follow the motion of slowmoving mudslides [e.g., Amitrano et al., 2007] by detecting ground vibrations using accelerometers or geophones. Monitoring and listening to precursory events of small hydrologically triggered shallow landslides present several additional challenges. Although landslide-prone regions can be outlined, the hydrologic pathways, soil conditions, and other factors that determine the location of the next landslide are yet unknown. Thus, the precise location of the next landslide cannot be determined and monitoring over large areas is required. In addition, monitoring must be continuous over large time scales whereas the duration of a failure event is short and the required temporal resolution relatively high. Also, to warn of an imminent landslide, sufficient time is needed and may not be available when global failure occurs rapidly. Finally, precursory acoustic noises coming from small-scale failures of the soil internal microstructure require listening to high-frequency acoustic signals which are highly attenuated in soils. We do not propose a method that solves all these problems but we suggest that the combination of acoustic emissions and fiber bundle modeling could provide theoretical and observational capabilities that could alleviate some of the limitations and address some of these problematic issues.
[61] Acoustic monitoring is a technique that can easily be deployed on sensitive sites. The data can be quickly analyzed by measuring AE activity or AE energy as a function of time and computing changes in power law distributions of AE events. Wireless acoustic emissions sensors are being developed so that remote and continuous observations can be made. To circumvent acoustic signal attenuation, waveguides have been used to reduce signal attenuation (passive waveguide) or to generate additional AE signals (active waveguide) during deformation [Shiotani and Ohtsu, 1999; Dixon et al., 2003] . Waveguides are usually steel or plastic pipes inserted into the ground. Alternatively, whenever possible, tree roots could be used as natural waveguides: wood is a far better conductor of acoustic signals than soil [Bucur and Feeney, 1992] , and roots have widespread distribution across large areas giving a much larger volumetric coverage of the subsurface than do artificial waveguides. Although no such system exists at this time, laboratory work and field testing are underway to test the applicability of waveguides to real situations.
Conclusions
[62] Hydrologically induced shallow landslides are sudden and often represent the culmination of small failure events that coalesce to form a significant failure plane at the base of the landslide. Standard methods for assessing susceptibility of slopes to such ubiquitous natural hazard often rely on equilibrium and continuum representation of a process that is inherently abrupt and discontinuous. The presence of soil heterogeneity and complex hydrologic pathways exacerbates the modeling and prediction problem. A particularly challenging question is related to the nature of triggering mechanisms or chain of events preceding the onset of a shallow landslide.
[63] We propose the use of the fiber bundle model (FBM) as a conceptual framework that seamlessly reconciles transitions from local to global failures, retains salient mechanical features of soil strength, accommodates complex structures and heterogeneities, and offers quantification of precursor events that might be useful for early warning. The well-established formalism, flexibility, and simplicity of the FBM motivated its application to a wide range of technological problems ranging from fatigue and failure of composite materials to forest fire description.
[64] Quantitative application of the FBM to soil failure and landslide prediction requires understanding of the nature of soil ''fibers'' and their mechanical attributes. We reviewed the primary binding agents and structures found in natural soils and their relevance to the FBM. Obviously, additional tests and studies would be needed to convert the wealth of information available in the geotechnical literature to equivalent FBM quantities. Nevertheless, we demonstrated that it is relatively straightforward to establish equivalence between standard mechanical tests and FBM formulation. Linking the FBM with the concept of self-organized criticality (SOC) offers a new modeling framework that brings the spatial context needed to better describe failure locations and path and perhaps to make prediction of landslide occurrences.
[65] An attractive feature of the FBM is the discrete and localized nature of failure events that lend themselves to monitoring and quantification using acoustic emission (AE) techniques. This is particularly useful for observing precursor events leading to a landslide and the potential for establishing early warning systems. Additionally, AE characteristics provide a window to the study of FBM behavior and links to failure statistics and magnitude of conceptual soil ''fibers. '' [66] In conclusion, the FBM is a promising framework for quantifying the chain of events leading and culminating in a shallow landslide. The methodology is simple and versatile and accommodates complexity as well as smallscale physics. The use of AE provides the necessary tools to experimentally validate the suitability of the FBM for prescribed tests and the FBM provides the necessary framework for interpretation of AE field observations.
[67] Studies are underway to provide experimental data for FBM testing in several well-defined systems such as failure of known bundles of roots in uniform soils, and AE from failure of homogeneous soil samples as well as sliding rough surfaces. Additionally, theoretical consideration incorporating hydrological effects such as soil weakening with increasing water content (simulating wetting events) show significant impact on FBM behavior and appear to support the use of FBM as a framework.
Appendix A: Estimation of Weibull Parameters
[68] The fiber bundle model with elastic-brittle fibers and Weibull distribution of threshold strengths (equation (4)) has 3 parameters: m and k from the distribution, and E, the fiber's elastic modulus. These can be determined from the stress-strain curve as follows ( Figure A1 ):
[69] 1. E is the slope of the stress-stain curve at e = 0, i.e., from equation (2),
[70] 2. m can be determine by the ratio of the stress and strain at failure. Since s c /k = (1/m) 1/m exp(À1/m) and e c /k = 
As illustrated in Figure A1 , the further the deviation from elastic behavior, the wider the distribution and the smaller the value of m.
[72] For elastic-plastic fibers, the strain at peak stress also depends on a. Raischel et al. [2006a] derived an analytical expression for e c :
where e c 0 is the value of the strain at failure for an elasticbrittle bundle.
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